
THE HISTORIC HEART OF DOWNTOWN:
THE WHITEHORSE WATERFRONT

YESTERDAY & TODAY



THE EARLY YEARS
Before highways and airlines, being at the river’s edge meant everything: supply of food and 
water, transportation, a day’s pay and contact with the outside world. 

The town’s structures were a mix of wall tents, cabins and commercial buildings, and nearly 
all of them were positioned towards the river, which was always buzzing with activity.

MAN WITH DOG – YUKON ARCHIVES, #5548
SHIP DOCKS PANORAMA, YUKON ARCHIVES, ANTON VOGEE FONDS, #263 AND #265
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SHIP DOCKS PANORAMA, YUKON ARCHIVES, ANTON VOGEE FONDS, #263



STERNWHEELERS, YUKON ARCHIVES, CLAUDE AND MARY TIDD FONDS – YUKON ARCHIVES, #8282
MAN ON DOCK, YUKON ARCHIVES, CLAUDE AND MARY TIDD FONDS – YUKON ARCHIVES, #8293

THE GROWING YEARS
Everything changed after the Second World War. The United States wanted a road to Alaska 
to establish a stronger military presence on the Pacific coast. Whitehorse became a key 
administration and distribution centre for this effort.

With the highway constructed and with the increase in air transport, the focus shifted entirely 
away from the waterfront and towards new roads. The mighty docks disappeared and were 
forgotten as the population boomed over the decades.
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Kishwoot Island 

• Bridge removal and clean up
• Land ownership transferred to Ta’an Kwäch’än Council 

Shipyards Park

• Restoration of heritage buildings 
• Washroom and concession building 
• Extensive landscaping, parking area and  

performance space

Kwanlin Dün Cultural Centre and the  
Whitehorse Public Library

• Increased library services, including expanded 
children’s section and activities

• Community meeting space in both facilities
• Off-street parking at Kwanlin Dün Cultural Centre
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THE REVITALIZATION OF THE WHITEHORSE WATERFRONT INCLUDED: 
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Construction of waterfront area road and services

• Improvements to Front Street and  
Black Street extension 

• Improvements to Black Street to Ogilvie Street, 
landscaping of Front Street, Ogilvie Street and 
Strickland Street 

Roundhouse

• Construction of the roundhouse train shed for the 
Whitehorse trolley

Wharf

• Trail development and parking lot, lighting and 
electrification around wharf

Rotary Peace Park, Robert Campbell Bridge and  
riverside trail

• Rotary Peace Park parking lot reconstruction
• Lighting at Robert Campbell Bridge
• Riverside trail reconstruction 
• Riverfront stabilization
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PHOTO: GREAT RIVER AIR
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RECLAIMING 
THE HEART OF TOWN
The general public soon lost interest in the overgrown and 
neglected waterfront. Yet, the Yukon River, rich with history 
and beauty was in the background, waiting to be rediscovered. 
In the 1970s and 80s, great efforts were made by the city to 
reclaim its waterfront. Despite best efforts, however, the 
multiple land owners and interests slowed the progress.

Later in the 1980s and 90s, the Government of Yukon 
intensified efforts to beautify the area. The City of Whitehorse, 
downtown businesses, arts community and other stakeholders 
and citizens worked together to create a vision for a new heart 
of town along the river.

Since then, a transformation has occurred. Gathering places 
and green spaces; parks and markets; trolley rides and walking 
paths; a stunning cultural centre and public library all tie the 
new waterfront together, end to end.
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ENJOYMENT 
FOR YEARS 
TO COME
Since 2008, 16 waterfront 
projects have been completed, 
restoring this scenic area as 
a hub of activity and historic 
heart of the community. The 
Whitehorse waterfront is 
contributing to the social, 
cultural and economic fabric 
of Yukon’s capital city and is 
a year-round attraction for 
residents and visitors, and an 
ideal place to live, visit and  
do business.



The waterfront is often the heart of a community and 
Whitehorse is no exception. The Whitehorse waterfront 
has long been a sacred gathering place for Aboriginal 
Peoples and has historically been a hub of activity; 
providing access to trade and an important mode of 
travel. Today, this historic part of downtown continues to 
draw residents and visitors alike.

Through the Canada Strategic Infrastructure Fund and 
through partnerships between the Government of Yukon, 
Government of Canada, Kwanlin Dün First Nation, Ta’an 
Kwäch’än Council and the City of Whitehorse, more than 
$40 million has been invested in Whitehorse waterfront 
projects that enhance social and cultural opportunities, 
tourism and business in the area.

Sixteen projects along the waterfront have been 
completed since 2008, including the spectacular Kwanlin 
Dün Cultural Centre and Whitehorse Public Library, the 
wharf, and the restoration of historic buildings.

From Rotary Peace Park to Shipyards Park, the scenic 
waterfront stretches across downtown and offers a  
range of sights and attractions that capture the true  
spirit of Whitehorse.
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